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China's Tsing Capital backs $1 billion Australian agriculture fund
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Beijingbased Don Ye and Agriculture and Food Fund managing partner Charles Hunting (right) are raising
cash to buy Australian agriculture assets. James Alcock

A Chinese venture capitalist is backing plans to establish a $1

billion agriculture and food fund that wants to attract Australian

superannuation funds to help fuel an acquisition spree.

Tsing Capital founder and managing partner Don Ye has

committed an undisclosed amount to the formation of the

Agriculture and Food Fund, which wants to buy Australian

processing and branded food businesses that can leverage surging demand from

Asian buyers.

Agriculture and Food Fund managing partner Charles Hunting, who divides his time

between Melbourne and Singapore, said creating a fund backed by numerous

investors may prove to be a less problematic way for Chinese interests to play the

agriculture boom.

Mr Hunting said Chinese investors had become more cautious about investing in

Australian agriculture after the coalition government tightened investment rules,

including lowering the threshold needed to for Foreign Investment Review Board

approval from $252 million to $15 million.

"I've recently returned from a trip to China where a number of high net worth
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investors were saying that if these policies were in place before they invested [in

Australian assets] they would not have done it," Mr Hunting said.

Mr Hunting wants to attract Australian investment to ensure there is local

participation in the growth he expects the assets to generate.

Super 'shy'

But securing support from Australian superannuation funds, which typically shy

away from agricultural investments, is a challenge.

Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce has protested the miniscule amount Australian

superannuation funds invest in the sector.

"I truly believe the Australian people want more than 0.3 of 1 per cent of

their superannuation invested in agricultural assets," Mr Joyce said in March.

"Australian super funds don't have a great track record of investing in agriculture," Mr

Hunting said.

"We are trying to use the fund's structure to solve some of those problems. One of the

issues they [superannuation funds] have is they don't like the fee structure of funds.

We are seeking advice o how to address that problem."

He said one option may to create co-investment structures, which would reduce fees.

Making ground

But volatility scares many fund mangers and often large offshore pension funds with

much bigger balance sheets are better placed.

Australian fund First State Super emerged as a financial backer for the Australian

Grains Champion bid for CBH Group earlier this year. The offer was knocked back by

the CBH Group board and not put to a vote by its 4,200 grower-owners.

Last year, it made its first agriculture investment by paying more than $150 million for

the almond plantations owned by Select Harvests.

Mr Hunting said the Agriculture and Food Fund has raised an indicative $250 million

from Asian and Canadian investors, mostly from sovereign funds. He wants to raise

between $500 million and $1 billion. 

Mr Hunting, who is executive chairman at building technology group Isity Global and

does not have an agriculture background, said he was eyeing more than 20 possible

deals for the fund.

"We wouldn't assume we would do all of those but we have done pre-due diligence on

some," Mr Hunting said.

He said he was assembling a board of executives with food and agricultural

experience, who would be responsible for the "execution" of its acquisitions.

He said some initial investments would be made by the end of the year by Mr Ye's

Tsing Capital. The investments made on behalf of the fund however would be

operated and managed separately.
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The fund will target processing assets and ventures that can provide branded

products for sale in to China.

Invest in tech

Mr Hunting said Australia had a "knee jerk" reaction to investing in agriculture and

had neglected investments in technology that could improve production, efficiency

and returns.

"We have been responsive rather than proactive," Mr Hunting said.

"Buying up dairy cattle for example, no doubt there is value but we have under

invested in the real advantages and advances in technology."

He said there was a perception from offshore investors that Australia was a good

place to buy farms or the hard commodity but not as good for food processing

business. 

"There's a perception overseas and particularly in China that while Australia has great

hard assets you are better of going to Israel and other places for soft assets," Mr

Hunting said.

The fund is keen on assets in the vegetable protein and low calorie sugar market,

where it can leverage technology to improve yields and develop products for the

Chinese and South East Asian markets.

It wants to target the booming health food and supplements market.

The fund is also investigating acquisitions in the nation's grain markets.
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